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1. J:NTRODUCTION 

The term lef argen and its derivatives -roughly translatable as 'to 
support, not to envy or begrudge another's success' - is routinely 
employed in everנrday discourse among Israelis. As Netser (1988) 

pointed out, and as many adult speakers of colloquial Hebrew confirm 
in sociolinguistic interviews, this has not always been the case. Although 
the spread of the ·term cannot be determined precisely, the sense of 
lexical novelty attending its use can still be glimpsed now and then as 

\vhen people readil)' respond to questions of linguistic usage by recalling 
"the first time I have heaז·d the \Vסrd." Or, more pointedly, when a 
person who has been away from the country f or a number of years 
explicitly \Vסnders about the semantics of lef argenJ as did a re-patriated 
colleague of mine who, upon hearing about my interest in this term, 
said: "1 was really wonderi11g about this word. 1 just learned it coming 
back now, and am not quite sure how to use it." Indeed, I, too, found 
myself tenuously tr:ying to pi.n down the semantics of lef argenJ which 1 
clearly remember to have first encountered upon my return from an 
extended stay in the Unitect States in early 1988 in the often-heard 
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32 Tamar Katriel 

expression "etslenu lo 1nefargenim'" 'Here, by us, people don't support 
each other, are envious of each other's \vell-being'. Notably, ho\vever, 
younger informants, students in their early20s, consider lefargen and its 
derivatives as part of their taken-for-granted everyday vocabularies. In 
f act, tbey ate somewhat surprised to נearn that the term has not been 
part of the active

?
.staiזdard repertoire of speakers o-f-CQlloquial Hebre\v 

until relatively recently. 
Thus, whereas the lexemes moזphalogicaJ-Iy derived from the root 

stem f-r-,g-n have found their place iiו. dictionaries of Hebre,v slang f or 
quite a number of years now (Sappan, 1,965; Ben-Amotz & Ben-Yehuda, 
1972), they seem to have been incorporated into col]oquial Hebre\\i 

speech in a gradעal manner over th� past decade or so. These items have 
also gained increasing socioliqgui.sric legitiwacy as their usage prolifer-

___ _ . . . 

ated. For exam,ple, they can be heard in relatively formal speech events 
such a-s lectures or f ormal TV inter,iews \Vith high'-profile artists or 
politicians, and they no longer tend to appear in the press in single 
quotation marks, ,vhich are · typogזaphical · devices used to mark the 
nonstandard status of linguistic items. As one person put it, smilingly: 
"When I heard Shimon Peres [f 01·mer prime minister and leader of the 
Labor bloc who is considered an in.tellectualJ use the word lef argen, I 
knew it was ok. to use it. ז, . . 

' 

Like other m�tacommunicative terגns that verbally chart culturally 
foc�l "ways of speaking" (Hymes, 1974), lefargen is considered both 
routil)e an(,l synכגJolically potent. In O.rtner's terms (1973), it is a verbal 
"k�y symbol,'' affirinedas muchin positive injunctions about the value 
of supportive conduct falling . under the · heading of firgun and in 
ongoing CQillplaints abQut a prevailing attitude of Jionsupportiveness, or 
lack offirgun. Thus, the culturally focal status I claim for the verbal 
symboi · lef argeh is predicated not only on its proliferation in everyday 
speech, a ma.tter of frequencies, but more importantly on the emotional 
and inoral · overtones attend.ing its discussion among cultt1ral. members. 
As I �how,. the \Vid.er circulation and broader legitimacy related to the 
use of the t a1חiiy of terms morphologically associated with 

. 
lef argen 

(verb) andjirguQ- (ruoun) have been accompanied by a broadening of its 
semantic scope. F'Q1· ·exaזnpl�,. lefargen and.its derivatives have assumed 
a cent;al "suw111arizing'' role in d�scriptions of a social milieu as a whole 
(Ortner, 1973), as exemplified in · 'tlie generalized expres-sion avira 

mefa1-genet 'a su.pportive atmסsphere.' 
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Lefargen 33 

The extent to which the term firgun has become "naturalized" in 
Israeli speech can be gleaned from a some\vhat facetious ne\vspaper 
article by Amnon Rubinstt�in (1990), professor of la\v, member of 
parliament, and student 1ס: Israeli society (Rubinstein, 1977). This 
article explicitly supports m:v selection of lef argen as a culturally f ocal 
key (verbal) symbol in co11temporary Israeli society. The article is 
entitled '�argen Li 1-firguז! Katan," roughly, 'Don't begrudge me a bit 
of begrudging', an.d carries a s·ubtitle (given in parentheses), \vhich 
reads: 'If you understand tרllis title it is a sign that you are an Israeli.' 
Further commentin.g on the title, Rubinstein wrote: "Every true Israeli 
,vill understand i1: ,vith a little effort. If I don't begrudge you, [do] 
begrudge my failur•� to begnidge you. But ,vho will understand this title 
e:xcept f or us? And how the hell dס you translate this title into English 
or French- or into any otheנ� language" (p. 8)? He continued by \vriting 
that the word has spread sס much that "it is difficult to imagine a 
newspaper article \vithout it being employed in both expected and 
unexpected places" (p. 8). 

Whereas parsiנag out tlie semantic features of lef argen would in 
itself be an interesting analytic task (which was partially accomplished 
by Netser, 1988), :my main interest lies in reflecting upon the larger 
contextual issues a�:sociated with the adoption (through lexical borrow
ing) and spread of the term as part of lsraeli social semantics. I submit 
that in commending a person as someone who 'knows how tס express 
s11pport' (ehad shejodea lef argen) or in presentrng oneself as 'someone 
who likes to express support' ( ohev lef argen) or in complaining of 'lack 
of support' (hoser .. (irg11n), speakers give voice to an ethnosociological 
model in which s01:ial relatio1נs and interper.sonal patterns of a particular 
kind are verbally reified and. valorized. 

As I demonstra.te� the patrticular conception and scope of the notion 
of "interpersonal s:.1וpport" embedded within this model, and the behav
ioral expectations associatedl with it, are indeed a matter of empirical 
exploration. 1 T o what extent this verbally encoded cognitive model in 
fact shapes actual behavior:s is another question. The constant com
plaints about people's failure to stand up to expected standards of firgun 
suggest that social expectations are, in fact, often thwarted by the actual 
realities of everyday interpersonal conduct. These expectations, how
ever, whether followed or not, are central components in Israeli 
"behavioral ideolo!�." Beh�Lvioral ideology, according to V olosinov, 
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34 Tamar Katriel 

1973, p. 91, is "that .. atmosphere of uns.ystematized .apd unfixed inner 
and outer speech \vhich endows · our every instance of behavior and 
action and our every 'conscious' state with meaning." 

The particular flavor of lef aזוgen as an interpersonal sup-port term 
can be gleaned from th_e explication$ f ound in · slang di:ctionaries. Thus, 

. -

Ben-Amotz and 13en-Yehuda (1972): noted th.at l�fargen is a borrowing 
from Yiddish, and they exemplified 1ts use- · with th� negative Hu lo 

n1.efargenleafehad�hum davar)· whichis explicatedas 'He c-ann()t stand 
it when so:meo_nehas .an advantage overhim .... Heis envious.' Sappan 
(1965) similarly explicated lefacge,n as "relating tס. another \Vit:hסut 
envy." This explication·goes back to the ,German-.derived ··Yid�ish term 
ferginen� which denotes an interpersonal attitude anchored in the ability 
and willih�ness to overcome one's envy in another's. gqod fortune, and 
not tס· begrhqge his or her success. 2 -This: a{)count indeecl captures a core 
componen.t in the senזantics of this family of terrns but does not cover 
the \Vh9le array of meanings and uses currently associated with it. 

interviewees' r�nderirigs סf lefatgen . similarly mark . it. as a social 
s1,Ipport terזn; · pointing to ,,arious diin.eזגsions of its meanings. Thus, a 
39-year.,.old male. informant explained: ��efargen is to give advance 
credit, to want sqmebody else's advan.tage. To giye them a chance, to 
want thenז"tס sucteed, andto. be pleaseci �'ithtbeir.success. Forexample, 
when s�meone �ricceeds in businessי I show . him I am plea�ed · f or him 
(ani megזafen lo).'' A 37-year--old woman said that "lefargen is to give 
sonieone a cllance to do tbings, not tס judge them בJarshly." And a 
22:..year:.old woman .said that "lefargen is generally speaking a positive 
expre.ssiכin, a positive form· of ex:pression tbat is externally expressed in 

· \vסrdsו boq1ly behavior י or. sI11iles� The classical example: a teacher
student encpunter. When the student gives a correct answer, tbe teacher 
supports ·hinI·(mefargen lo) by repeatingtנl:e stןגdent's words and making 
use of ·w�at he ·said; י' And, finally� a 46:year-old man. sa.id: "Lef argen is 
supporting sorn:eoneyou.Iike, i.e.י it' your colleague rece-ived a promo
tion . 

�nd you didn1t, then lefarge'fl. i-s. \Vhen you are as happy f or him as 
, if it was you who זeceiv-ed the - promotio.n. It is 11ot just giving 
compliזnents, it's when you identify wi1:h, encourage, and feel proud of 

t . . . 

h h. . . " t e ot· er person. 
As is further discussed in the next.section, the notio11·of support is 

not invo·ked. here in its. more. usual sense of extenl:זing goodwill in tiןpes 
of stre�s, but rather in the sense of partaking: in another's success סr 
good fortune, for example, by being willing and able to express delight 
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in another's accomplishment \Vith no trace of envy. Notably, this kind of 
"face\vסrk" (Goffman, 1967) involves expressive behavior that in Brown 
,tnd Levinson's (1987) exter1sion of Goffman's f acework model would 
fall under the category of "סכנsitive politeness." But it actually refers to 
conduct that goes beyond זrtatters of politeness as culturally interpreted 
in Israeli ethnosemantics. Thus, one can be quite polite (menumas) and 
)ret not act in the mode of jirgun

J 
whereas acting in the mode of firgun 

actually precludes the inter1כretation of conduct as involving politeness 
(in the native rendition as r.�imus). 

That nimus and Jirgun i;emantically exclude each סther \vas brought 
home to me one day wht:::n, standing at a bus stop on campus, I 
overheard two young students whס were discussing a third persסn. One 
of them said: ��ni davka oJzevet otaJ ki hi mef argenet kazotJJ 'I actually 
like her because sh.e is a .supportive type'. The other replied: ''Hi lo kol 
kah joda Jat lef argenJ hi stam kazot nimusit�J 'She doesn't really know 
hס\v tס show support, she's just sort of polite'. From an emic standpoint, 
politeness is associated witlנL the social conventions governing "dutiful" 
behavior rather tb.an with iזidividually motivated, voluntary, sponta
neous conduct expressive בסF sincere feeling (see Katriel, 1986). So that 
although conduct culturally perceived as "polite," together with con
duct that would earn the label .· of firgun · in cultural members' talk, 
similarly fall into Brס\vn and Levinson's (1987) category of "positive 
politeness" as far as their univer.sal model of politeness strategies goes, 
the interpersonal scenarios ז.hese twס metacommunicative terms invoke 
are clearly diff erentiated witbin the ethnosemantics of colloquial He
brew. 

W e are now in a bet1:er position to delineate the semantics of 
/efargen more closely. It cJenotes 'support', like the more standard 
expression for support (tmi.ha), but is semantically differentiated from 
tmiha in its scope of application within the ethnosemantics of social 
support in Israeli ever:ydaבr speech (ref erring tס supportiveness and 
appreciation in good rathi�r than in bad moments). Lefargen also 
denotes attentivent:::ss to one:יs interlocutor's "positive face wants," but in 
such a way as to assure him: סr her that one's expressive conduct is not 
a matter of "mere pסlitenes,s." 

My interest ir1 tracing the semantic journey of lefargen and its 
derivatives was triggered on one level by the af orementioned experien
tial sense of lexicaJl novelty and widespread linguistic presence, and on 
another level by an ongoing attention to the Iexical coding of social 
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relatio;ns in colloquial Hebrew and 'their communicative manif estatioils 
as ways of speakingartd,acting. Given the proliferation of lefargen� and 
the considerable aniזnation attending its djscussion in preliminaty 
explorations, I decided to trace its ''langu�ge game�' (Wittgenstein, ·.1968) 
in a way sirnilar to, earlier studies b·f Israeli nietacommunicative terms, 
hoping it \Vou]�sif\1ila:rly offer new�oads into the study. of central 
aspects:of,the semantics of social·relations in Israel (Griefat & Katriel, 
198'9; Katriel, 1986,· .1991). 

Iden�ifying my enterprise as · a stt1dy in . the "semantics of social 
relations" implies a particular research f ocus on the language of social 

relati�ns · as culturally . · coded in the f orm of . the lexicalization of 
metaconןIIIuntcative dimensions of speech conduct. In Jine.\vith·one of 
the staנi.dard foci ·of ethnographyof communication.research (see, e.g., 
Hymes,: 1974; Stross, 1974)  I am inter�sted in studying the discursive י
uses of l�xically codified ''talk about 'talk" as a way _of exploring the 
"behavioral ideologבr;, (Volo!yinov, 1973) סf a speech community. On 
given occasiסns, cultural members rnay hold· divergent opjnions as 10 
\Vhether a particulat communicative act counts as Jirgun� yet they share 

1 . • : . • 
. 

. 

a c�ltural logic in ternis of \Vhicb · their interpretations of particular acts 
are constructed a�d, at tiזnes, debated� It is this underlying cultural lc)gic 

that I 'seek to unco,1er -not so much through attention to instances of 
interattional · b�havicir that I or nז:y· 

. 
informants 

. 
might · interp.ret as 

involvingfirgun� but·rather througha·סfcus on the metacommunicat-ive 
acts that invoke,thecultur:aJconstruct offiוiun as act1onalattributions. 

Based on many examples ·of the usea of the family of terms related 
to t�e 1·oot stem J-1·--g-n recorded over the past 5 years (1988 t1992 ס) 
during casual conversations and · from media sources, as ,vell · as in 
sociolinguistic interviews with 58 native · speakers of colloquial Hebre\V, 
1 attetnpt-to delineate the type of conduct tbat ,vould be encompassed 
within ihis זnetaconגmuiו.icative categoyז by cultiוrנa members as well as 
the attitp.des it in,rokes.· :Sowever; there is always son1e measure of 
slipperiness to such behavioral a.ttributions both in actual everyday 
usage and in retrospectiv'e analysis. · \Vhen, for example, is an ac:t of 
recognition of a friend's success consider�d·a \vell""mea.ning, · spo11ta-

, 
' ' 

neous act of firgun and when js it considered a self-servi:1זg act of 
calcul�ted f1attery? Attributions .of this 1:ind are clearly contingent on 
asse$Sments.,of intentions and, degrees of sincerity. N otably, these kinds 
of judgments a:זe al\vays external to the act ..,;. one can name as .firguזl the 
act of ano'ther or one�s own past acts

 י
for exaזnple, but one cannot 
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preface one's utterance with. a prefix explicitly identifying and framing 
it as an act of firgun in the way that dugri utterances can be prefaced 
with "I'll tel1 you dugri ... " (Katriel, 1986, chapter 3). 

In fact, the characterization of an act as constituting firgun is not 
only a matter of in.tentions but a.lso of uptake. An utterance cannot be 
considered as having invol,red firgun if its supportive function is not 
acknowledged by tlבe party tס whom thefirgun was directed. One cannot 
say: Firganti lo aval hu hit1·agez alai bitguva 'l acted tס\vard him with 
firgun but he was angry with me in response'. One would say: "Nisiti 
lef argen lo . . . " 'I tried tס a<�t toward him in the mode of firgun but . . . ' 

My data, therefore, cסrLsist of reports of linguistic usage (involving 
lefargenlfirgun arLd their ,derivatives) encountered either in natural 
settings of casual :interaction \vhen conversational partners used them 
spontaneously, in ז>ress repc,rts of verbal conduct identified as involving 
firgun, or in the זnore f ormal setting of interviews in which inf ormants 
\Vere asked to disc�uss the 5,emantics and scope of the terms and give 
examples. Such examples inיvסlved reports of relevant past interpersonal 
conduct or speculations abc>ut possible usage. 

ln the next sec·tion, 1 dr;:1.w c11mulatively on the data I have collected 
in further exploring the socilal semantics of the f amily of terms derived 
from the ro<;>t stemf-r-g-n a:נ linguistic articulations of a culturally focal 
idiom. 1 also inquire into the sociocultural implications of the preva
lence and salience C)f this a�cl related lexemes in spoken Hebrew in recent 
years. In so doing, I considt::r the language game of firgun in relation to 
the aforementiQned studies iכf Isr·aeli dugri 'straight' talk and the gibush 
'crysזallization' metaphor tliat, 1 believe, denote ways of speaking and 
feeling that point tס different cultural models of social relations than the 
one encapsulated · in the notion of firgun in the lsraeli context. 

2. lן:rJRGUN AS A CULTURAL IDIOM 

The most comנmon deriוrations of f-r-g-n are the verb lef argen. as in 
the often-heard, �,elf-critic,u comment, Etslenu lo yod'im lefargen, 
roughly, 'Here people don't know how to display support', or in an 
inflected f סrm, sucb. as past tense, third person singular, male Hu firgen 
li mikol halev, roughly, 'He supported me ,vith all his heart'. The noun 
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firgun js also routinely employed,. as in Hajta avira tova� harbe firgunim 
hadadi'im, :rough,ly, 'Thete. was a go.od :atmosphere,. lots o.f displays of 
mutual support". A · commonly u�d nominal expr�ssion · relates to the 
state of a.lack of support, ·natively referred to as hQs.erfirgunJ which is 
quasi"ritually lamented in ז:nany casual.di,scussions of socia1.Iife. Finally, 
the root s·tem is used adjectival·ly., · as 1n an example•that appeared in 
Rubinstein :(1990); Naijm. li lihtov ¾atava· mefargenet; roughly, • 'It is 
pleasant for tne to Write a supportive; c.o:mplimeritary article' � Netser 
(1988, p. 50) did not include- this adjectival fo:rm in his list, but he 
included tlie form mefufganJ . \Vhich denotes the recipient of positive, 
�11pportive feelings, • rather tlli:tn · thei,r giver; citing the one exainp]e he 
f ound: ''FlaJish �hahi· m-קgזufen · b�ko�gress. . . � JJ. roughly, 'The person 
who receiv�d· th� most co.mplim�nts; recognition in the congress ... ' I 
have not encountered this infleetion elsewhereי wheteas the adjectival 
form mcfargen·.(appro.priately ·inflected.for numb.er and gender) is .quite 
common. 

·The rather impressive morpho]0gical productiveness of the root 
stem f-r-g�n� including such creativeי immediately intelligible, non
standard ·forms as mefurga,n �and -its widely varying contexts of occur
rence

? 
points to the semantic richness of the-term. A:s Netser (1988� p. 

50) po1nted out, and as tbe definition of the term found in the 
Ben-Amotz a�d Be�-Y,ehuda (1972) sl,�g dictionary sugge�ts, lefargen 
is often defined negatively in terms of its implied emotional content-- as 
involvin� lack of envy, as not begtridgiilg another's good fortune. 
Inform�ts' folk interp:זetationS; however, · · even · though th�y did not 
cont.r;adict these de,fi;nitions, referred more specifically to the com:muni
c�tive di�piays associated with: acts of jirgunJ delin�ating a sense of the 
term that ca,ptures its ;behavioral dinזens:ions as well. · At;ts of jirgun are 
thus said to-involvegestures of goodwill, expressions ofpositive feelings 
and sympathy, coniplimen,is, ,,erbal encouragement, and dis.plays of 
appreciation. These may be .. either generalized as part of an overall 
supportive attitude (iahas nJ.efargen) de.signed to affirm and reinf orce 
th� positive self�image of the recipient of the firgunJ or, as is more often 
the ca�eי th.ey may indicate a more locali�ed response of appreciation 
(�'positive. feedback," in sqme informant�' ·words) f'or specific accom
plishments by indiviclual actors for wh��h th�y should "get credit." 

As rioted, �though a few inf-ormants reridered lef argen as inv:olving 
social support. in the sense of pt�viding ericouragement and comfort, 
overwbelmingly the:interpretation ofthe term pQ1nt�d to support and 
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encouragement extended to· a person \Vhס finds himself or herself in a 
position of advantage, cu]:tivating a sense of achievement and self
worth. The ability to respor1d to another's success in the mode of firgun 
both presupposes and imכנ;lies a sense of connectedness, a selfless 
i.dentification \Vitrt another's accomplishment. Many informants com
mented that one 1:lסes not speak of firgun bet\veen strangers, that it 
assumes some measure of solidarity. When someone is accused of lack 
 f firgun vis-a-vis the accc,mplishments of another, it does not implyכו
that the accomplishment f:oes unacknס\vledged but that it is denied 

 ublic recognition.. Mostl·y, such recogrrition is accorded verbally, soזנ1
 hat firgun tends to be hea:rd as a discursive act. In a few rare cases, I�ו
have heard it used to refer to nonverbal acts, as when a teenager 
described a gossip session in which a friend of hers was maligned. She 
said that she kept silent, later describing (and accounting for) her 
reticence as a matter of fiirgun to\vard her friend. Some informants 
ref erred to attentiיve listenir1g on the part of an addressee as displays of 
firgun as \vell. 

The overwhe:tmingly (iiscursive contexts of firgi1n point to an 
important semantic dimension cif the term: Lef argen involves acts that 
are both interpersonally oriו�nted in the sense that they are predicated on 
the positive f eelir1gs of סnle individual toward another and they are 
publicly oriented in the sen.se of being perf ormed as much f or a \vider 
audience as f or th1� individ11al in question. As a supportive act, in סther 
words, use of the term is d.esign.ed not only tס help cultivate another's 
self-image in a dir,�ct way but also to do sס indirectly through the social 
repercussions attending pu;blic announcement. Acts of firgun serve tס 
enhance the f avorab]e repu.tation of the person \Vhose perf ormance or 
character is the object of tl1e expressed positive evaJuations ref erred to 
as firgun. Given tlieir -PUblic; resonance, acts of firg1.1n can be perf ormed 
in the absence of t:he person they are "about;" the expectation being that 
news will travel and he or �;he \\-'ill eventually learn of them. 

The enhanceזnent of reputation associated with acts of firgun 
applies no less tc• the person who "knows lefa1·gen" than to the person 
whose praises are sung. A 1>erso:n who acts \Vithfirgun not only exudes 
goodwill but is also seen as 1;ecure enough in his or her personal standing 
to publicly express recognition and delight in another's accomplish
ments. This becomes parti,::ularJ_y meaningful in contexts of actual or 
potential competition, profi�ssional or otherwise, \vhen another's recog-
nized success may have direct consequences f or one's own position. 
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Thus, frequent examples g:iven to me ofjirgun-relcited conduct involve 
superordi.nate-subordinate relations (e.g.,. commc;1nder in the army and 
his or her soidiers, supervisor at the_ workplace. and his or· her staff, 
schooltea�her and hi:s or her students) or collegial relations among 
equals who are willing to give each other cr-edit for their contributions to 
a cooperative project ot to acknowledge each other's professional 
merits. Thus, many-examples I ha,,e collected involve assessments of the 
degree · to which a person can be described as mef atgen/ et or not 
vis-a-vis a rival. The ability to give piנ.blic recognition to the merits of 
one's coqipetitor(s) is sometimes even described as nobility (atsilut) and 
has b.een · an oft�n"discussed feature of - the lore surrounding local 
<;elebrities (e.g., pop stars, actors, זa1dpoliti:cians) c:ts it ap:pears in gossip 
colunins in the popular press. 

In the c_ontext of hierarc-hical rel•ations, it is t•he person higher in the 
hier<;trchy who can be said 10 dispfay appreciation toward - his or her 
subordinates in the mode of fi-fgiln. The reverse situation, when 
appreciation is disp1ayed by the person lo\ver in the hierarchy to the 
person higher in it1 ma1ג· be spoken of in an _idiom of respect (ha'araha) 
but not of firgun. This structural cסnstraint on participation in sup
p.ortive exchanges falling under the rubric of firgunim throws further 
light on the semanties of the term. Displaying �ppreciatio.n toward one's 
superio1· is ma,ndated by a code of respect� Failure to do so · indicates 
either th�t one does not kno\v one's proper social place, or that one 
refuses to ackno�]edge it, and may imply direct or indirect sanctions. 
Displayitנ.g appזeciation to,r.גc:1.rd dne's social equals or inferiors, on the 
other hand

 .ended by a code of sinc�rity and generosityתis recomi _ ז
Failure to do so mav reflect on one's attitnde or character but is not a 

,� 
. .  - . 

directly sanctionable •act. 
Lack of firgu11 is therefore an index of lack of positive identifica

tion, not of iil will .. It is to be distinguished from the opp.osite of firgun, 
which is said·to ipvolve verbal.acts

1 

designed to discourage rather than 
encourage, to hurt rather than to enhance reputations, to act in the 
aggressive inietactional mode of kasah (Katriel, 1986� pp. 52.,...54). 
Someon-e \Vho is said to be ehad kaze shelס ohev lef argenJ a person who 
does. not Jike i.o support others in the way. of firgun

 is thought of as a י
kind of ''social inis�r," who inwardly aek.nov.rledges another's success or 
merit but refuses to express thisknowledge,t:brough a public display of 
appreciation. Thus,. f or · example, crזiical ,cornments about the compet
itiven�ss of; career women are routine)y phrased as a semiformulaic 
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complaint that nashim lo mef argenot ahat lashni'ia 'women do not 
support each other'. 

That acts of firgun are considered as tokens of both f orthrightness 
and generosity was succinctly expressed in a student paper I received, 
which dealt \Vith autograph books and which contained the f ollowing 
statement: "The youth of today are much more direct, mef argen, do not 
hesitate to express f eelings and write praises." 

The associaticin of firg11.n with directness is interesting, particularly 
in view of the f act that some informants contrasted firgun-related 
conduct with the "thornines,s" of the Sabra, \Vhich is associated with the 
straightforwardness of the dugri idiom (Katriel, 1986). Bothfirgun and 
dugri imply. an openly and sincerely expressed evaluative stance. The 
f ormer involves a positive and the latter · a negative evaluation of 
another's situation or conduct, \vhich is, however, articulated as a 
coחective act, wi.th the addressee's interest in mind. In both cases, it is 
the speaker's personal, active choice that propels the act. Opting to 
invoke the dugri code, a speaker implies or explicitly signals that he or 
she has chosen to su�pend the politeness requirements standardly 
holding in everyday interac·tion. A person's choice to act in such a way 
as to convey firgun is similarly predicated on the self-regulated enact
ment of individual intentions rather than on conforming to a closely 
prescribed set of social ruJ.es. Both dugri speech and acts of firgun can 
thus be said to articulate and mediate basic cultural codes of forthright
ness and goodwill ·with indi,riduals' needs for personal support in the one 
case and for social inf or:mation in the other. Both these cultural 
communication c<>des, ho\vever, have their limits. One's straightfor
\vardness can exceed the :זiaranLeters encapsulated in the dugri code, 
sliding into bluntness (gasut ru'ah); and one's appreciative displays can 
exceed the parameters set out in the code of firgun, sliding into flattery 
(hanf anut). 

The problem of flattery and lack of sincerity arises with particular 
force in contexts of firgun bet\veen status equals, \Vhen the issue of 
1nanipulativeness rnay beco1ne salient, as relationships are not as closely 
regulated in terms of structural arrangements. A specialized context of 
1:his kind involves courtship relations in which firgun is both highly 
functional and IILסst vulnerable to accusations of insincereity and 

. 

. 

1nani�ulativeness. Hence, there is a frequency of such expressions as 
lef argen mikol halev, which underscores the sincerity of an act of firgun, 
indicating the speaker's perception that it might be put into question. It 
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may be the dqub.le burden of providin,g.support and communicating the 
sincerity of one's intentions that has given rise to the sense that firgun is 
not only a matter ofwillingזiess to djs:play appreciationbut also a matter 
of doing- so •in such a \Vay as to inspire credibility, so-that, as mentioned 
earlier, one can speak of '�knowing how to lefargen." 

As discussed so • fat, firgun marks · a sp:ecific. resp.onse to a specific 
occasion iri which it is felt to be •deserved. A 111ore diffuse usage, 
how�ver, tef ers to [lVifa mef arg_e11et> 

· a soci�l climate in which firgun is 
said to take place .routine·ly. :The ouitivation of a climate of firgun is 
associated with the de'"enזphasis of competition and conflict and the 
overall eזih�ncenזent of _good feeling. It is interesting to compare the 
gener'1lized .notion. of avira mef argenet 'supportive clirnate' to another, 
older, · Israeli · cultural •· idiom ·_ -of social relations centered --• on group 
solidarity, ,vhich is natively referred to as .gibush 'crystallizationי (see 
Katrielי l99i, chapt�r2). Whereas bothgiוlush andfirgun (as applied to 
groups); refer to a diffuse notion of · social climate, · they denote subtly 
differeQt social emphases. The . ethnosocioJסgical · notion • of gibush 
�crys.tallizatio�' . s.ubsןנmes · indivi<:luals within a •group formation, meta
phorically envisioning them as the equaliz;ed; equidistant "atoms" that 
have come to forni a: cזystal (Ka.trie1� 1991), whereas the idioin of firgun 
can be said to encapsulate a . group-"centered yet interpersonally 
grounded social: pattern. 

A� bothgibush andfirgun are similarly used in describing .the social 
feeling pre:vailing.·in_such coritexts·as tlle work teanדs-of status-equals, 
the. intro<;luction of the idiom of firgun in such · discursive contexts is 
indic�tive of a . newly emerg,ing cultural . emphasis .. on the quality- of 
interperso:nal relations as reflected iri: and· cultivated by acts of firgun, 
rather t�a1ז processes of group fotm:atזon under the heading of gibzsוh. 
In partj,cu1ar, a 'suppottive' aזmosp,p.ere', _. labeled dvira · mef argenet� is 
consiqered to s erve tl1e function of diff11sing tensions associated with a 
(potentially) · cQnגpetitive situation·:be.tween -status

. eq·uals. Tension is 
diffused .bY tu:rriing the success of individual members of the group into 
an. affiJiat:ive · resource through the c11mti.1a.tive. ef fect סf spontaneously 
en?endered interקersonal acts of firgi1n .. In this way, the socia] support 
idiom of firgun; alfhough grounded" in iilterpersonal gestureכ · has, in 
turn

 ז
become sem:antically extended in su�h a \vay as to -recapture the 

comrnunal focus that .is such ·_. a salient t'eature of Israeli cultural ethos 
(seeKatr iel, 1991). The semantics ofgזiffllithus suggests the contours of 
a newly emergent Israeli pattern of soeifd relations: an interpersonally 
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grounded commur1al ethos in ,vhich individual experience and accom
plishment are both acknow�edged and transported, becoming a source 
of shared social feeling. 

W e are now in. a position to address the question that has given the 
first impetus to tliis study. Given, as Netser (1988) argued, that the 
f'requency of use �Lnd range of 11ses of firgun and its derivatives have 
proliferated in rect�nt years, serving tס fill a semantic void in colloquial 
Hebrew, the socioc:ultural q1וestion still arises of how we can account f סr 
the emergence of this "void" in the first place, which has triggered the 
lexical borrowing of the ternב and its subsequent elaborations. Assuming 
that the naming of' social relations and sentiments through a process of 
lexicalization is a significan1: if subtle step in the cultural coding of both 
experienced and danced soc�ial attitudes, one wonders ,vhat this partic
ular change can teach us abc•ut the dynamics of the cultural construction 
of social relations in contert1pסrary lsrael. 

Considering the newly emergent cultural focus on firgun as an 
expression of the siכftening <>f the dugrimode (Katriel, 1986, pp. 48-52), 

it is notable that these two irLteractional styles both partake in a common 
idiom of f orthrigh-tness and good,vill, although this underlying idiom is 
differently articulated and i.nterpreted in each. In both cases, also, the 
enactment of the style is a nבatter of individual intention and expressive 
choice that have become a measure of relationships and even of the 
,vhole social climate of the group. The essential difference between them 
is, 1 believe, that the emplc;yment of dugri speech is predicated on the 
invocation of a cultural ciכde that allows f סr the transcendence ( or 
suspension) of in1:erperson.al re:[ations in the name of some higher, 
impersonal cultural values shared by participants whose membership in 
the Sabra speech communi.ty is both assumed and ascribed. Acts of 
firgun� on the· ot]בer hand, capitalize on the need to attend to the 
contours of interpersonal relations, harmonizing and leveling situa
tional diff erence,s in ach1"eved status by acknowledging them in a. 
mutually supporti·ve and participatory vein rather than by diffusing 
them ,vithin a more broadly shared cultural frame. 

The firgun matrix has lכecome central in a sociocultural context in 
which competition · and achieved status are ackno,vledged rather than 
systematically repressed as they were in the heyday of the nation
building effort. Yet, given t]1e strong traces of an egalitarian ideology in 
Israel, competitiort and personal achievement are still often f elt tס be 
socially too problematic tcכ be openly celebrated so that, as many 
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jnf ormants pointed out, one hears at least as much about lack of firgun 

in Israeli society as about its deploynient. That is, although there is a 
keen sense of the need and value.of supportive conduct that \Vill give full 
social legitimacy tס personal succes� _and worth, the very pteoccupatjon 
with this issue . suggests that it has a problematic standing, and the 
constan,t complaints ,concerning lack offirgun.reinforce this sense. 

1 belieye _the poignancy of the term Jirgun and its associated 
problematics .derive from· a· sociסcultutal sit·Uation that is. tזansitional 
betw�.en :the Strongly group-orien:ted, .commuria:l orientation of the ethos 
of gibush (KattieJ·, 1991), which is :aS-sociated with ascribed positions of 
group affiliation., .· and a more indn1idualistic orientation in \Vhich 
personal aspirations and achieved status are both legitimate and valued 
in their ס\vp right. The extension of ihe notion of firgun from an 
interpersonal act to a social climate pulls it back in the. direction of 
group phenomena and an affiliative orientation. In a \VOrk team, 
family, or friendship netwqrk ,vhere there is a climate offirgun, specific 
gestures of support are subsumed · under a general · expectation f or 
interpersQnally supportive conduct, diffusing the.import of such acts as 
specifitally • and uniquely addressed. 

. . 

In sum, · the· emerge11ce. of firgun as a culturally f ocal •term • in Israeli 
discourse in reqent yea1·s attests to a much more farרreaching cultural 
tale: th� uneasy and partialshift from·a communal to an individualistic 
orientation:in Israeli society. Altho�gh the contours סf•this shift can be 
gleaned in a variety of culti.וral conf�;i(ts and f orms, it is perhaps their 
evasive yetpersistent traces in tl1e fleeting practices of everyday speech 
that :carry the most. persuasive testimony of this shift. 

Tl1� cultural. ehibeddedness of such terms is. evidenced · not only in 
the me�g shifts traced historically wjthin the ethnos:emantics of one 
particiilar culture bu1 also in the stibtly .diff er�ntiated social semantics of 
terms for .supporti,•e conduct that can be gleaned from a comparative 
cסnside�ation: of i11 sonגe, sense compai.able terms in a number of speech 
com.mullities. I therefore conclude with a brief comparative account of 

1 . • - • - • . . 
. • 

• 
. • 

the ethnolinguistics of social s11pport by drawing on a number of 
studies; :I begin with. a relatively detailed discussio11 •based on unpub
lished findings regarding the Ara1גic . metacommunicative notion of 
doing mu)amala that I and 1n,נ· studeilts have collected in recent years 
(the term is mentioned in .passing in G;ו:iefat & Katriel, 1989). Then I 
offer brief discussions of Dur�nti and Qchs's (1988) study of the cultural 

 . . . ו
. 

. 

constr:uct of the taapua'i 'supporter' in a Samoan speech commu11ity, 
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and of the American categ,Jry of communication as studied by Katriel 
and Philipsen (1981) with an eye to cross-cultural comparison. 

3. SOCIAL SUPPORT TERMS: 

A COMPARATIVE LOOK 

Given the cen1:rality of interpersonal support in the social construc
t.ion of human relations, it i1; not surprising that social support terms can 
be found in the social lexicon of many speech communities. 1 believe the 
cultural semantics of such terms and their fluctuations off er important 
clues for understa11ding the ethnosociologies of particular speech com
munities as enacted within 1ocalized patterns of interactional practices. 
The f ollo,ving conבparative look is hoped to demonstrate the fruitful
ness of such an ai:,proach. 

Arabic Mujamala as a Cultural ldiom 

Arab inf ormaבנts ,vho become f amiliarized with the notion of firgun 

tend to translate it as rn:ujamala. A closer semantic exploration, 
however, reveals that the language games of these two terms bring out 
subtle diff erences in the et.hnosociologies presupposed by them. The 

 ו

term mujamala, which like musayara (Griefat & Katriel, 1989) belongs 
to the semantic field of politeness terms in Arabic, is derived from the 
,vord jamil 'beauti.ful'. Its etymology thus points to the aesthetisizing 
gesture inherent in this inteנ�actional code as well as to the f act that the 
,vord has long-standing roo·ts in the cultural lexicon rather than being a 
ne,vly adopted le:גical borrowing, as is the case with firgun. "Doing 
 nujamala'' refers to the perJ�ormance of communicative acts designed toו
enhance good feeli:ags and· siכcial harmony, to "beautify" social relations 
and thereby maintain a pleasant atmosphere and, by implication, the 
stability of the social order. -- - ---- --

Adherence to the id}om of mujamala is a generalized cultural 
expectation but is ,;laimed tcכ be f ollowed more closely by older than by 
younger people, b�r villagers more than by city folk. The injunction to 
do mujama/a is exi:,erienced as mandatory. It is not internally motivated, 
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spontaneous co.nduct b.ut acts whose origin is in the social sphere, in the 
stylized patterning of social relation�. _ Typical examples of doing 
mujaniala involve "foregrounding the positive aspect of everything," in 
the words of one informant. This includes showing deference both 
verb<;tlly and -nonverbally· by giving co:זnpliments and displaying appre
ciation, by participatin.g in others' lif e-cycle rituals such as \Vedding 
celebratiסIIs qr funeraJ-s,-and by followirig the code of hospitality. One 
of the informants, a 22-year-old ,voman, exemplified the notion of 
mujamala as f ollo\vs: "Durin,g the l�sson the teacher _ asked a difficult 
question and ·there was onty one-stud�nt \Vho was able to answer it. 
After �lass 1 :told that student that I lils:ed his response, 1 gave him 
respect, notic�d him, that was mujarna{a. �, 

As many 'iriforroants _ pointed out, it is not always clear whether a 
partic1נlar. social enactm.ent shonld beviewed as an instance of mu]amala 
or as -an instance of the concessive idiom סf musayara, wbich invo1ves 
"going along1' with. the סther in su.ch a way as to "give up'' something of 
oneself (Griefat & Katriel, 1989). There seems -to be an area of seinantic 
overlap between the terms, and their "operationalizations" are not 
al\vays <::lear-cut. 

theretore, rather than attempting -a conclusive definition of what 
counts as וnusayara or mujaוnala in the culture's social semantics, I 
propose to reverse the definitional question that seemed to beleaguer 
many of the in�formants and turn it into an attributional issue, asking 
instea�; "What 1s -communicated to cultuזal members about a social act 
when it is said to be an instance of either mujamala or musayara, 
respeotive]נז?;' "The -sense of _ perspnal sacrifice associated \vith doing 
musayara makes it a more weighty affair than the more casual perfor
mance qf acts of mujama{a as social lubricants. Thus, extending an 
insincere compliment to another, framing it as an act _ of mujamalaJ 

1 . _. :· - • • 
. • 

make� -it part of the obligatory -dance of --social -politeness, whereas 
framing it as an 'act of tnusayara foregrounds the sense of personal 
compr9mise involved - in the performaiבce of a huזnoring act. The need 
to do musayara is grpunded in either structural or situational diff eren
tials .in power r�:lations., so that _ the id:iom of musayara both responds to 
and re:.cteates deeply ro.oted hierarchical social arrange1תents. 

Acts of mujamala, on -the other handי are taken, to be essentially 
egalitarian and זeciproc;al-one does •-tnujamala _ ,vith the expectation 
that a similar courtesv will be exteiided'in return. Many iriformants thus 
interpteted זtiujaזnalil as manifested in the self-initiated though highly 
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expected, ongoing exchanנ�e of pleasantries in the everyday run of 
events. It is used to refer tcנ positively oriented social conduct designed 
to overcome embarrassiזig moments, as well as to the showering of 
compliments in the mo1·e specialized contexts of courting among 
modernized youngsters. N otably, many inf ormants pointed out that 
doing mujamala ii; restricted to f amiliars who are nonintimates, as one 
expects close family relations not to require such gestures. 

Another salie:t1t context f or the articulation of mujamala that was 
mentioned by many infoז·mants involves participation as guests in 
significant life-cycle celebra.tions such as \veddings or funerals. On such 
occasions, participants enhance social relations and reaffirm the com
munal order thro11gh a sheer "rhetoric of presence" and the attendant 
expectation that it will be reciprocated in the future. When attending 
someone's wedding is refeנ�red to as an act of 1nusayaraJ there is an 
implication that one's presence is more than a taken-for-granted gesture 
of politeness or respect, that one has needed tס overcome some inner 
resistance (a grudge, perhaז>s) or outer circumstances (e.g., a competing 
engagement) that might have prevented one from partaking in the 
festivities. 

A person \Vho routinely orients to others in the זnode of mujamala 

is · approved of s,כcially as being mujamel� and one who does not 
reciprocate such זa1 act is interpreted as unwilling to uphold social norms 
of pleasant interaction, signaling social withdrawal and an uncaring 
attitude (e.g., yo11ngsters who have moved away from village life). 
Refraining from doing m;1יjamala may be subject to explicit social 
sanctioning, most obvious:ly the reciprocation of social indiff erence. 
Thc opposite of d(כin� muj,1mala" however, involves more than that -it 
involves directly iבנsulting �mother to his or her face. In the same way 
that one can act inappropri,1tely by not being mujamel enough, one can 
also err by overdoing mujc.imala displays so that they are perceived as 
flattery and self-i:nterested manipulation rather than well-intentioned 
social courךesy, a clesire to exploit social relations rather than to beautify 
them. In other wor·ds, the pג·ob]em of sincerity becomes an issue in a ,vay 
similar to the case of firgu1ו as discussed earlier. 

Finally, juxta:posing mujamala and firgun as semantically compa
rable lexical possibiiities in the cu]tural repertoires of their respective 
speech communities

1 
we aנ�e now in a position to further refine our 

understanding of' the cultural logics underlying their use. Both terms 
ref er to social 01·ientations grounded in a desire to maintain and 
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harmonize so,cial relations in contecגts in which conflict or threat to f ace 
are nQt an .issue, that is, \Vhen redressive action is not c1:זIled for although 
some of tlle verbal ,actions that can be ref erred . to as displays of either 
mujamala or firgun may�in another context:-be interpreted as consti
tuting redressive act1on concerned wit.h .. either positive or negative face. 
Accor�pg to Brqwn . and Levinson .. ( 198:7), because . acts of politeness 
e.ssentially �nvo}ve redressive g�stures י bQth acting in the mode offirgun 
and cloing mujamala· \vould not be considזred within the domain of 
politeness theory a,s etic�lly conceived \Vitbin their framework. From an 
emic · stand,p9i11t, \Vhi�ח· is gזounded in sp.eak�rs' ס\vn cultural construc
tions� speak:ers of Ara.bic do vie,v וnujamala as falling \Vithin the domain 
of politeness1

w.h�reas speakers of coll�oquial:Hebre\v do not conceive of 
Jirgun as part of the politeness domain. 

Furthermore, although it nגakes sense t9 speak, in English, of these 
terms as relating to the display of S()Gi�. support, this labeling covers 
only some cases for Arabic usage·-wben mujamala involves paying 
condolence:� in a fo;rmal visit to mourners' home, f.or e�ample. In סther 
cases., as discuScsedei:נrlier" mujanוqlri, involves culturally coded, stylized 
displays of goodwill. and reciprocity in informal and casual encounters, 
whereas firgun .. denotes the . displa)7 of appreciation for someoneיs 
accomplishinent .יvhen there is a potential f or envy and competition 
rather than i;זi tim.es סf stress. 

In sum
tala denot�s a generalized code of reciזזwhereas muja י

procity and mqtuality, articul�ted in ,vhat are often �xpansive interper
sonal acts . designed to beautify .· social . relations · among communal 
members, firgun is mucl1 more restricted. in scope, articulating a 
localized s.ep.s� bf pot�ntial social tensio11 and competitiסn in a particular 
class of inter;perso1ial contexts, as \Vell �s a culturally preferred way of 
dealin� . with it; In :doing . m11,jama/(lי one enacts a · code of stylized, 
easy-egסing sociability a:ndtaken-for:'"gra:נi:ted mutuaiity,. with some con
seqilences-in t.erms of oneיs presentaiion of self .. In _acting withfirgun�. on 
the Qther hand - ev�n in the. case of the · i·eciprocally extended appreci
ation aזid support alluded : to in the phrase firgun .. hadadi 'reciprocal 
firgun  reference is Illade to spontaneously perf ormed personalized-� י
acts. of appreci(ltibn and goodwill, which !;ignal sincerity. arid generosity 
of ch�racter. 

�learly, these two · cultural idioms · of social supp.ort represent 
different de�rees of socio1i}lgtlistic iI:גstitutiohalizaזion of interpersonal 
relatiQns in the ז,vo speech communities as they are embedded \.Vithin 
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significantly different voca.bularies of motives. In these vocabularies, 
social acts are variously constructed as springing from individual 
motivation (in the case of firgun) or from socially coded expectations (in 
the case of mujaוnala). 

Samoan Maaloo Excbange as Verbal Ritual 

The maaloo c:xchange is associated with the important concept of 
the taapuaJi 'suppכוrter' or 'sympathizer' in Samoan culture. It exempli
fies an even great•�r degree סf sociolinguistic institutionalization of the 
social support function, a�; the analysis off ered by Duranti and Ochs 
(1988) brought out. 

According to Duranti and Ochs (1988, p. 199), a Samoan rarely 
does something "'-'rithout so,meone next to him to provide recognition oi 
his actions, attempts or acccכmplishments .... ז·he relationship bet,veen 
the actor and the supporter is truly reciprocal rather than unidirectional. 
When an actor's work or ac:complishment is valued and recognized by a 
supporter, the supporter's work at recognizing the accomplishment is 
also recognized by the actor. This relationship is symbolically and 
routinely instantia.ted by the use of what ,ve call 'a maaloo exchangeי." 
'The f ollo,ving example exemplit'ies this kind of routinized exchange: 

((Driver does something t.l1at shס\vs skill, presence of mind.)) 

Passenger(s): lv.faaloo le fiz'auli! 

Driver: 

"Tell done tl1e steering! 

_"f\,,f aaloo le t,וapua'i! 

"'ell done tlבe support! 

In the Samoan world view, an accomplishment is seen as a joint 
product of actor and supס<זrter. Accomplishment is a collective and 
cooperative enter�1rise "in \Vhich the individual's competence is defined 
·by his audience appreciatio11, and his merit is framed within the merit of 
the groupיי (Dura1נti & Ocl1s, 1988, p. 200). This sociocentric cultural 
view of task accomplishחient finds its discursive expression in the 
organizational str11cture of the maaloo exchange, which is characterized 
by two f eatures that dif f�erentiate it f rסm exchanges identified as 
involving firgun a11d mujanוala alike: (a) A maaloo exchange is lexically 
signaled by the use of the .maaloo term itself; (b) it takes the f orm of 
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what coiזversation _ analysts refer to - as an · "adjacency pair" (Sacks, 
Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). As in the case of greetitigs, given this 
interactional structure, once a support statement fot an �ct is articu
lated, theזe is a strong expectation that it be met with a statement of 
"support f or the �upport, as indicated in the aforementioned example of 
accomplished driviilg.'' 

These _ struct-ural f eatures en-able .spec:tkers (and -analysts) · to jdentify 
maaloo exchanges un�mbiguously, whereas the identification of social 
acts as involving firgun and 111ujamala .remains potent·ially a matter of 
ambiguous atttibutibn. F-ot exarnpI'e:, there are · no. surface -_ structural 
f eatures·, th�t aזtath. to an utterance considered as Jirgun -rather than as 
flattery סt mere politeness, or as mujamti/a rather than musayara. 

Thus � whereas firgun is conceptual:ized as an individually motivated 
act r�flecting persol)al character, an.d ml,ljaגnalii is gtקuuded in · a loose]y 
defined pattern of ·reciprocal expectatiorisז·egulating the stylized perfor
mance of individually an·chored social acts, the maaloo exchange 
reflects a sociocentric vie\v. Ocbs (198:8-) demonstrated this view to be 
typical of Sartioan:culture, in which individual action is considered but 
part of a reciprocal ex.change so that "to be skiilfnl (poto) at something 
d-oes not m,ean to stand out with respect to everyone else as much as to 
be able to createthe conditions for a:successfril collective·erideavor" (p. 
20Q)� Each of these terms is· central to the semantics of social support in 
the verbal repertoire of the speech community in which it is employed. 
Their shared l1uman resonance must not dbliterate but rather bring f orth 
the distinctive to�alities they carry as culturaHy embedded focal terms. 

Ameiזcan Communication as -� Cnl·tural Idiom 

Katr.iel and Philipsen (1�81) discussedthe metacommunicative term 
communication a� it is employed in American discourse as denoting a 
culturally codedformof flexib-le, supp.ortive speech. It is associated with 
the domain of intimate interpersonal relations and finds its quintessen
tial place in the •coritext of what the author,s have dubbed "communica
tion rituals" - communicative occasions .constructed .around relational 
discourse in which cultural members "sit down and .talk" in a way that 
affirms both "self" and "relatiortship.'' The topics elaborated on those 
ritualized occasions have to do with problems in the lif e of the person 
,vho has initiated the verba1 rituaנ, and the interlocutor is by and large 
expected to lend an attentive and sympathetic ear, thereby affirnזing the 
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main speaker's sense of prcכblematicity and self-\vorth, as well as the 
,,iability of the relaזionship between them. 

Communicaticכn refers to social support in the sense of Hebre,v 
tוniha� that is, support extended to a person in need or in distress rather 
than the appreciation and encouragement associated with firgun

J 
as a 

f'orm of conduct ttLat signali; one's ability to overcome envy in a context 
of potential competition. I-Iowever, as a form of supportive speech, 
communication shares ,vith lef argenJ a f ocus on the individual experi
ence of the person ,vhose pנroblem (in the one case) and success (in the 
other case) are foreground'e(i a focus not shared by the aforementioned, 
collectively oriented construct of gibush 'crystallization'. The social 
scope of the terms differs in that commiוnication is relationally re
stricted to persons considered close, whereas one can lef argen to a broad 
range of people, even, at tin1es, to someone one does not know, such as 
throwing a passing complirnent (e.g., about appearance) in a fleeting 
encounter. A further difference relates to the f act that the support 
offered by firgun i5: a gestur€:: one doesfor someone, the originator סf the 
act being the. perscכn who c,ffers support. In fact, such an act can be 
accomplished even in the alוsence of the f ocal person (usually with the 
expectation that th,� behind--the-back compliment will be reported to him 
or her), \vhereas the suppסrt offered in the context of the American 
comrnunicaזion ritual is s01nethi�g one does with someone, the origi
nator of the act being the person who receives the support. It is, 
moreover, essentiaJly a face-to-face dyadic affair in ,vhich attentive 
co-presence is an i111portan.t precondition. 

Both American comזrzunication and firgun dif f er from both 
mujamala and the maalocכ exchange in their degree of linguistic 
institutionalization. Both inיrסlve spontaneously generated interpersonal 
acts as these are perceived by cultural members rather than highly 
stylized, even for111ulaic on.es that are experienced as a matter of 
etiquette. However, comוnuזנication remains an interpersonally oriented 
category, whereas .firgun ca.n become a more diffuse matter of group 
climate, transcending the interpersonal sphere in which it is originally 
grounded. 

4. CONCLUSION 

This comparative sketch brings out the many dimensions of 
meaning and value associated with cultural vocabularies of what \Ve can 
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dub "supportive talk." Cultural variability in this domain is a matter of 
deeply rooted • yet hi.storically - situated assumptions about persons, 
relationships, and _ social- groupjngs. A consideration of these various 
cultura1ly f ocal voca:b:ularies __ can, therefore, offer insights into that 
which is specific. to the interpersonal ideolpgies of various speech 
communities ·- as well as help . to chart points of divergence that are 
significant -in terms. of our und·erstanding .-of the larger cultural config
rirations - in · \Vhi.ch - these ·metacommunicative terms are embedded� .As I 
ha�e demo�strat�d. i� this article (once again), a f ocus on ·the meaning 

.L . . . . . . . 

dynamics of s-uch terms -can - be - highly rewarding in _ studying the 
lan8llage/culture interface. 

NOTES 

1 For studies concerned ,vith "social support" as a scientific construct in 
co.nזmunication-oriented research, see Albrecht.and Adelman (1987). The Amer
ican category of "comniunication" as studied by Katrie1 and Phiiipsen (1981) is 
an "emic" American concept f or "supportive speech" that -seems to inf orm some 
of the analytic discussions of social support that appear in the research literature. 

2 I am grateful tס David Gold for a discussion of the Yiddish and German 
etymסlogy of the term. 
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